Examples of advertising techniques in use
today are discussed.

Advertising
Techniques

Target Media Group

Advertising Techniques 1

Years ago advertisers realized that over time, patterns could be seen in the way brands
promote to their customers and how those messages are usually received by their target audience.
There are at least 10 different marketing strategies which, when defined by their objectives and
goals, can be implemented to produce similar results. With this information in mind, marketers
can plan campaigns to strategically target a specific audience. The message strategy may contain
various objectives for different products or audiences, and subsequently, some methods work
more effectively on specific audiences. In many ads of today, you will see multiple techniques
on display simultaneously.
This ad uses slogan technique to promote brand
recal. The slogan “The ravioli smile” is meant to be
associated with the brand Chef Boy-ar-dee Ravioli.
It also tries to instill brand preference by creating
this feel good ad of the smiling boy satisfied
thouroughly by the heaping plate of raviolis. The ad
hits the mark on both attempts especially if they
followed up with other “Ravioli Smile” ads.

Advertising Techniques 2
This ad by Lego uses fear appeal to
persuade their audience to buy the
product for their kids or they may
watch things like this on TV or
become the person in the ad from
watching too much TV. The ad is
almost offensive and quite
disturbing. I think it may have gone a bit too far.

The most upfront element of the ad is the humor of
using the inflammatory statement “bite me” as the
headline. It is sarcastic because it really refers to Pop
Chips and not the more vulgar meaning. Just as
important is the testimonial on display by singer Katy
Perry who acts as a spokeswoman in the ad. The ad is
very effective because it is clean straight forward and
helps to create an image for the brand.

Advertising Techniques 3
This ad for Nike Meteors is used mainly as way
to define the brand image with a stunning visual.
It uses visual metaphors to illicit feelings about
their product. The ad implies speed uniqueness,
force, power and energy. All these are good ideas
for a running shoe.

This ad uses anxiety to create a sense of shame in
the person wearing the sweatshirt for being overweight. They also make the ad look like an
editorial or what is called an advertorial where an
argument is made thru the story while the picture
draws in the attention of the reader. The anxiety
technique has been used very successfully to
generate consumer response and the weight-loss
arena is just one of those areas.
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